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High Priest Aris'Taeus "Karma" Tur'Lista

High Priest Aris'Taeus “Karma” Tur'Lista is a NPC controlled by GM Andrew.
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Aris'Taeus “Karma” Tur'Lista
Species Lorath
Gender Male

Age Created YE 40
Height 6'8“(203 cm)
Weight 240 lbs (110 kg)

Organization Lorath Matriarchy
Clan Tur'Lista

Occupation High Priest

About Aris'Taeus

Project Checkout, in YE 39, left the Lorath Matriarchy divided between those who remained in the Kagami
Galaxy and those who left. The remaining heads of the Houses came together in desperation to make
their society whole again. The effort to restore the Tur'Lista was high on the priority list and the
requirement for a stable future for the Lorath Matriarchy.

The initiative to create a genetic member of the Tur'Lista was called Project Aris'Taeus. Using genetic
material on file from Xiaah Harr'Ikke "Destiny" Tur'Lista, the Lorath engineered the adult male
component to their restoration of the Tur'Lista House. The project was completed in YE 40, when the High
Priest Aris'Taeus “Karma” Tur'Lista emerged from developmental stasis in a secret chamber of a shrine
devoted to the God Ifmir in the Gryzciki System.

In YE 42, about the same time when High Priest Aris'Taeus “Karma” Tur'Lista had completed the
condensed education program put in place by the leaders of the caste houses there was plans to make a
female counterpart to begin completing the classic mother, father, and two children composition of the
Tur'Lista. Before the biological engineering could be completed, one of the caste house leaders seen
Xiaah Harr'Ikke "Destiny" Tur'Lista appear in a promotional video for Origin Industries and stopped the
project immediately.

Physical Characteristics

High Priest Aris'Taeus “Karma” Tur'Lista is a genetically created Lorath with a ideal expression of pure
Tur'Lista genetics. He towers in stature at six feet and eight inches tall and weighs in at two-hundred and
forty pounds with a well defined athletic masculine physique that makes him an Adonis of the Lorath
people. His skin tone is clarified alabaster pale with aristocratic features; high set cheekbones with
graceful facial lines and a narrow gauge chin. He has iconic honey-amber eyes and long shoulder-length
achromic white hair. He has Llamnel-like triple points on his slightly elongated pointed ears.

He notably has bioluminescent tattoos created from a specialized bright violet ink manufactured by
bacteria found in the Shrine of Ifmir where he was created. The Tattoo placement is on his right upper
arm, which features a depiction of the Goddess Voxphine in scantly clad silks and on his chest of Ifmir's
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hammer.

Voice Trade (language): Zachary Quinto.
Voice Lorath Language:Florent Michel Raimond.

Themes

High Priest Aris'Taeus “Karma” Tur'Lista is a fascinating character.

Music Themes

Epic Theme - Creation of Aris'Taeus

TILL THE END ' - Dwayne Ford

View of the Lorath Past and Future

2nd Life & Sara Brown - Ashes (Magic Free Release)
Nightcore - Anti-Gravity (Deeper version)

The Promise of Destiny

Romen Jewels - What Are We Waiting For (ft. Rosendale) (Magic Free Release)

Psychology

High Priest Aris'Taeus “Karma” Tur'Lista has an INFJ1) personality type. He is idealistic and has a
refreshed view of the role of the Lorath people, seeing the new age under the Democratic Imperium of
Nepleslia as a time of opportunity for collaboration and unity between the houses and their new
protectors. In his core, he believes it will lead to a one-day cooperative but sovereign Lorath state once
again. His views often reflect his inward need to plan ahead, be organized and have order in his
environment.

While his lifestyle and occupation demand a level of extroverted interaction, his private life is more
introvert. He prefers personal and meaningful attachment over random interaction and is very cautious
and slow to trust. He is a very observant man which tends to come across as empathic in his dealings
with other people. He has a tendency to become very stubborn at times, and while he is supportive of
change it has to fit into the structure of what he considers to be organized.

Aris'Taeus dislikes his off-world name, Karma, and tends to avoid its usage whenever possible. He at
times will ignore people who use that name purposely to entice them to learn his actual name.

In YE 42, when Aris'Taeus learned about Xiaah Harr'Ikke "Destiny" Tur'Lista he became determined,
almost obsessed with his endeavor to find out everything he could about her; her likes and dislikes as
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well as information about the life she had spent separated from the Lorath. It was love at first digital
sight, something the other house leaders, who had discovered their Queen's hiding place, found
encouraging that possibly the existence of Aris'Taeus, her created sibling and mate, would be enough to
draw her home.

Education and Skills

Aris'Taeus has had a formal education privately arranged by the leaders of the caste houses. He has a
notable understanding not limited to the following skills.

Leadership

Aris'Taeus has received extensive training in diplomacy and government operations. He has been given
detailed accounts of Lorath History such as the actions of his predecessors and the state of relations with
other factions by the current caste leaders. He has been given numerous briefings in regards to
Democratic Imperium of Nepleslia politics and recent events regarding provisional joint operations with
the Lorath Self Defense Force.

Path of The Ascended

Aris'Taeus exhibits a natural affinity to learning about the Path of The Ascended. He often refers to
religious texts of the God and Goddess in his decision-making process. He feels a natural connection to
Voxphine, believing that she will bless him and Xiaah Harr'Ikke "Destiny" Tur'Lista with two children that
will be the future of the Lorath people.

Technology

Aris'Taeus has been given an extensive education regarding the current technologies of his people. He
has taken an interest in the modernization and hybridization of the Lorath Self Defense Force with the
Nepleslian Star Navy.

Cooking

Aris'Taeus has an interest in fusion foods, mainly from Lorath Cuisine and Nepleslian Food, However he
enjoys the idea of tinkering with combinations of Lorath Cuisine and Yamataian Food. He often spends his
free time dreaming up new menus and testing out new dishes.
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Communication

Aris'Taeus can read, write and transmit communications in Lorath Language, Trade (language), and
Yamataigo (邪馬台語). He is a consistent letter writer, and when possible prefer to practice traditional
brush writing. He is known for leaving these hand-written notes in various places. He is also capable of
psionic communication through the transmission of thought.

Personal Style and Fashion

Aris'Taeus tends to wear Kaftan-style robes in more formal settings with extensive emphasis put on
various decorative sashes and vestments that tend to be in the below color palette. He always wears
a gem-studded Platinum necklace with gemstones representing each of the castes. 2)

In informal and private settings he tends to select black or neutral color robes, sometimes with a hood or
without.

OOC Information

This article was created on 2020/02/10 14:29 using the namespace template.

In the case Andrew becomes inactive:

Andrew's Star Army Will
Approval Thread.
Art of Aris'Taeus by Day-tan, 2/22/20

1)

https://www.verywellmind.com/infj-introverted-intuitive-feeling-judging-2795978
2)

Tur'Lista - diamond, Occhesta - sapphire, Fyunnen - ruby, and Llamnel - emerald.
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